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We have measured the rovibronic densities of four symmetric �C2v� and two asymmetric �Cs�
isotopologues of nitrogen dioxide just below their photodissociation threshold. At dissociation
threshold and under jet conditions the laser-induced fluorescence abruptly disappears because the
dissociation into NO�2�1/2�+O�3P2� is much faster than the radiative decay. As a consequence, in
a narrow energy range below D0, the highest bound rovibronic energy levels of J=1/2 and J
=3/2 can be observed and sorted. A statistical analysis of the corresponding rovibronic density,
energy spacing, and rovibronic transition intensities has been made. The observed intensity
distributions are in agreement with the Porter-Thomas distribution. This distribution allows one to
estimate the number of missing levels, and therefore to determine and compare the rovibronic and
the vibronic densities. The four symmetric NO2 isotopologues, 16O14N16O, 18O14N18O, 16O15N16O,
and 18O15N18O, have, respectively, a sum of J=1/2 and J=3/2 rovibronic densities of 18±0.8,
18.3±1.4, 18.4±2.7, and 19.8±3.5/cm−1, while for the two asymmetric isotopologues, 18O14N16O
and 18O15N16O, the corresponding densities are 20.9±4.5 and 23.6±5.6/cm−1. The corresponding
vibronic densities are in agreement only if we include both the merging of symmetry species �from
those of C2v to those of Cs� and the contribution of the long-range tail�s� of the potential-energy
surface along the dissociation coordinate. The effects of isotopic substitution on dissociation rates
and the possible relation to mass-independent isotopic fractionation are discussed. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1978873�

I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE

During the last three decades considerable effort has
been devoted to the observation and understanding of the
NO2 visible spectrum and photodissociation process.1–16 It
has been shown that the notorious complexity of the NO2

visible spectrum is due to the conical intersection between
the two low-lying 2A1 and 2B2 electronic states.3,16–18 For the
16O14N16O isotopologue, it has been established that the vi-
bronic degrees of freedom are chaotic above �16 500 cm−1

�2 eV�9,10,19 and that rovibronic eigenstates are chaotic above
24 000 cm−1 �3 eV�.6,20 This implies that the rovibronic
chaos is completely developed at energies below the
16O14N16O dissociation threshold located at
25 128.56 cm−1.6,21 In addition, an abrupt increase of the
rovibronic density has been observed in a range of
�20–30 cm−1 below D0.21,22 This has been interpreted in
terms of a contribution of long-range interactions �dipole-
quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole� in the tail of the
potential-energy surface �PES� along the R�NO–O� dissocia-
tion coordinate.23 Resonances located just above D0 have
been measured in the frequency domain and the rates have
been measured up to a large energy excess in the time
domain.11–15

The study of the dissociation dynamics of NO2 isotopo-
logues is also of interest to geophysicists because its symme-
try characteristics are the same as those found in ozone.
There has been considerable interest in the anomalous oxy-
gen isotope ratios �16O, 17O, and 18O� observed in strato-
spheric ozone and other oxygenated molecules such as CO2

and sulfate and nitrate contained in aerosols.24–27 There are
also unexpected oxygen isotope ratios observed in
meteorites,28,29 which have been linked to solar system for-
mation processes. These unconventional oxygen isotope ra-
tios are globally classified as “mass-independent fraction-
ations” �MIF�27 because 17O and 18O are equally enriched
�depleted�, where statistical mechanics predicts 18O enrich-
ment �or depletion� should be about twice that of 17O �e.g.,
the fractionations appear to be independent of the isotope’s
relative mass differences�. The most studied MIF system oc-
curs in the formation of ozone,27,30–32 which has led to a
variety of theoretical models that invoked the symmetry dif-
ferences between isotopically substituted and unsubstituted
molecules.33–37 Ozone is a C2v triatomic molecule when the
two terminal oxygen atoms are identical, but whose symme-
try is reduced to Cs when the two terminal oxygen atoms are
different. Mauersberger et al.32,38 have shown that ozone
formed by photolysis, occurring in O2 mixtures enriched in
17O and 18O, produces isotopologues with nonstatistical dis-a�Electronic mail: gmichalski@ucsd.edu
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tributions, with formation of the asymmetric isotopologues
�Cs� being favored over the symmetric �C2v�. Grebensh-
chikov et al. have also shown that the barrier height to iso-
topic exchange between the central oxygen atom with one of
the two terminal atoms is too high to be overcome by colli-
sional processes.39

Each theoretical model, including the two most recent by
Hawthorn et al.33,34 and by Robert and Camy-Peyre,37 pre-
supposes that the formation and/or dissociation rates for C2v
and Cs isotopologues are different, and incorporate this dif-
ference using a dimensionless factor based on the experimen-
tally observed rate differences.32 The first-principle nature of
this empirical factor is still unclear, i.e., what is the underly-
ing physics that causes symmetric and asymmetric isotopo-
logues O3 to have such different rates of formation? Further,
does this also apply to other molecules whose symmetry can
be reduced by isotopic substitution such as triatomic mol-
ecules of the xOAyO type �such as SO2, NO2, . . .� with x ,y
=16,17,18, regardless of the elemental makeup of the cen-
tral atom �A�? MIF may also occur in larger molecules such
as the nitrate radical whose symmetry is also reduced by
isotopic substitution. The dimensionless correction factor
may be related to the differences in the zero-point energy
�ZPE�40,41 and/or strictly to the symmetry dependence of the
rates of formation and dissociation due to unequal density of
states in C2v and Cs molecules.33,34 There have been no direct
experimental tests for the validity of these hypotheses.

In contrast to O3, the NO2 photodissociation at threshold
can be experimentally studied in detail. Although resonances
have been observed above D0, this paper is only concerned
with the bound states, just below D0, of the four symmetric
�C2v� and two asymmetric �Cs� isotopologues of NO2 �isoto-
pologues containing 17O were not analyzed�. It is important
to realize that symmetric isotopologues �xONxO� have a
single �degenerate� dissociation channel �NxO+ xO� while
asymmetric isotopologues, xONyO, have two different disso-
ciation channels �NyO+ xO and NxO+ yO� with different D0

values because the ZPE of both Nx,yO products and parent
NO2 isotopologues are different.42 The second property
which may be expected to be different for asymmetric versus
symmetric isotopologues is the average photodissociation
�and/or formation� rate. According to Rice-Ramsperger-
Kassel-Marcus �RRKM� theory, these rates depend on the
density of states for dissociation and formation. Through
some symmetry dependence of the selection �or propensity�
rules, it may be possible to have different state densities for
the C2v relative to the Cs isotopologues, resulting in different
rates and hence the evolution of the MIF effect �since sym-
metry can be equally broken by either 17O or 18O�.

Recently, we have measured the D0 of six NO2 isotopo-
logues �four symmetric and two asymmetric�,42 which can be
expressed as the sum of a single De�26 051.17±0.7 cm−1�
plus the ZPE of the parent NO2 minus the ZPE of the NO
product�s�. Experimentally, these six D0 corresponded to the
laser energy for which the laser induced fluorescence �LIF� is
abruptly discontinued. The LIF spectra permit one to deter-
mine the sum of the J=1/2 and J=3/2 level densities and to
study the corresponding statistical properties for each NO2

isotopologue.

This paper is based on the statistical analysis of the J
=1/2 and J=3/2 rovibronic levels located in the vicinity of
the dissociation threshold and of the corresponding transition
intensities. This analysis of the rovibronic properties of NO2

near D0 has been performed in order to predict isotope sub-
stitution effects on unimolecular rates applying the RRKM
rate formula.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental apparatus and conditions have been
previously described.20,42 In short, a monomode laser beam
excites the NO2 molecules in the cold region of a supersonic
jet expansion. The LIF is detected with a photomultiplier
perpendicular to the jet axis and to the laser beam. Two criti-
cal parameters for the results presented here are the S /N ratio
�which is higher than 10+3 for the 16O14N16O isotopologue�
and the spectral resolution. Our resolution of about 250 MHz
is limited by the residual Doppler effect and can partially
resolve the hyperfine splitting �221 MHz� of the initial N
=0, K=0, and J=1/2 level, which is dominantly populated
in the jet expansion. Near D0, the resolution of 250 MHz is
about one tenth of the mean spacing between R0 lines for
each isotopologue so the fraction of unresolved lines is neg-
ligible. Difficulties arise when one or more isotopologues are
present in the gas mixture. We have been unable to isolate
pure asymmetric isotopologues because of the scrambling of
oxygen atoms in gas-phase NO2 via the transient formation
of the N2O4 dimers,43 which produces a statistical mixture of
symmetric and asymmetric isotopologues. To help resolve
the spectral interference between isotopologues we have re-
corded LIF spectra with various ratios of 16O and 18O �and
then of 16O14N16O, 18O14N16O, and 18O14N18O isotopo-
logues� in order to use the relative intensities as a criterion to
assign each line to a given isotopologue. Additional details
on assigning fluorescence lines to their respective isotopo-
logue in mixed gases can be found elsewhere.42 For the sake
of compactness the isotopologues are noted �646� for
16O14N16O, �846� for 18O14N16O, and so on.

III. RESULTS

A. Rovibronic level counting „J=1/2 and 3/2… for
symmetric NO2 isotopologues

For each symmetric isotopologue we have obtained a list
of R0 lines, �and the J=1/2 and J=3/2 rovibronic energy
levels� observed by LIF in the range from �D0−6B� to D0.
The D0 values are the photodissociation thresholds, which
are unique to each isotopologue and have previously been
determined.42 The rotational constants B are also unique for
each isotopologue. The range of 6B corresponds to the en-
ergy difference between N=0 and N=2 of the K=0 stack in
the �0,0,0� ground state. The values of 6B, from 2.53 cm−1

�646� to 2.25 cm−1 �858� are given in Table III. In the range
from �D0−6B� to D0 only R0 transitions are observed by LIF
because all other allowed transitions, P2, R2, P4, R4, etc. of
the K=0 stack and those of the K�1 stacks, reach upper
levels which are above D0. These upper levels are resonances
with a lifetime of the order of 100 ps or less, about four
orders of magnitude shorter than the radiative lifetime of the
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bound levels located below D0. Such an abrupt change in the
lifetime is due to the absence of barrier along the dissocia-
tion coordinate. For higher J, we expect a significant rota-
tional barrier but this barrier �which can be roughly esti-
mated to be less than 10−2 cm−1 for the N=1; K=0 and K
=1 or N=2; K=2 levels of interest, see below� is much
smaller than the average level spacing that is of the order of
0.05 cm−1. As a result, only R0 transitions give a detectable
LIF signal in the energy range of 6B ��2.5 cm−1� below D0.

In order to analyze the observed line density, which is
the sum of J=1/2 and J=3/2 level densities, it should be
noted that a strong rovibronic mixing exists. This means that
all levels of the same J and the same overall rovibronic sym-
metry are strongly mixed and that they share the bright char-
acter of the zero-order rovibronic levels. This has been dem-
onstrated previously by an extensive statistical analysis of
about 1700 rovibronic transitions in the main �646�
isotopologue.10,20

According to the optical selection rules for NO2,44 when
the A2B2←X2A1 parallel ��K=0� electronic transition is
considered, for each upper vibronic level of B2 symmetry
�noted �vib :B2�, there is only one zero-order rotational bright
level, N=1, K=0, which can be reached by a R0 transition
from the N=0, K=0 �J=1/2� rotational level. Each N=1,
K=0 level is of an A2 overall rovibronic symmetry and is
split into two fine-structure components of J=1/2 and J
=3/2. The effect of the rovibronic interactions20 is to mix
each of these two bright levels with other rovibronic levels
of the same J, J=1/2 or J=3/2, and the same A2 overall
rovibronic symmetry. The N=1, K=0 of each upper �vib :B2

has four levels of this “dark” type: one with �vib :B2, N=2,
K=2, J=3/2, and three with �vib :A1, N=1, K=1, J=1/2 and
J=3/2 and N=2, K=1, J=3/2. Table I summarizes the vi-
bronic and rovibronic symmetries of all states, both for C2v
and Cs isotopologues. Calculations have shown that the
�vib :B2 and the �vib :A1 vibronic densities are almost the

same when E�D0.45 This means that, for each level of
�vib :B2, there are one N=1, K=0 bright level �which is split
into one J=1/2 and one J=3/2� and, statistically, four dark
levels as listed above. Together, we expect six levels, i.e., up
to 6 R0 transitions per bright vibronic level of �vib :B2 when
rovibronic mixing is strong enough to allow all the corre-
sponding transitions to be observed.

These six R0 transitions should be compared with the
two R0 transitions �one J=1/2 and one J=3/2� per B2 vi-
bronic level expected in the absence of rovibronic interac-
tion. The 6/2 ratio is important to recover the vibronic den-
sity of states from the observed density of R0 rovibronic
transitions. Note that the 6/2 ratio applies only for R0 tran-
sitions, this ratio being slightly different for transitions from
higher J values, which are not considered here.20 The strong
rovibronic mixing regime has been shown to be statistically
valid by the analysis of about 1500 rovibronic transitions
�R0, P2, R2, P4, R4� of the �646� isotopologue observed
around 2.9 eV.20 The key argument is the observed 1/2 �in
fact, 2 /4� ratio between the J=1/2 and J=3/2 densities of
R0 transitions while a 1/1 ratio is expected �and observed at
low energies� when rovibronic mixing is negligible. All pre-
vious results support strong rovibronic mixings �or rovi-
bronic chaos� in the “blue” part of the NO2 spectrum above
3 eV, i.e., near D0. Rovibronic chaos can also be tested by
the next neighbor distribution �NND� which, for chaotic re-
gime, display the well-known “level repulsion” and which is
well described by the semiempirical Wigner distribution.44

However, the NND analysis requires a pure, long, and almost
complete sequence of levels of the same J value. These con-
ditions are difficult to fulfill simultaneously. However, these
conditions are almost met in the narrow range of 6B below
D0. Chaos can also be tested with the distribution of line
intensities, which is a Porter-Thomas law for chaotic systems

TABLE I. J=1/2 and 3/2 rovibronic symmetries for NO2 isotopologues of C2v and Cs symmetries. The levels
observed by LIF are in bold. The missing levels are in brackets. This table does not include the contributions of
the B2B1 and C2A2 electronic states which are assumed to be negligible. This is why the two columns corre-
sponding to �vib :A2 and �vib :B1 are missing for the C2v symmetry. For the Cs symmetry, the column �vib :A�
would have been omitted because all the rovibronic levels belong to A� electronic states which are the Cs

counterpart of the B2B1 and C2A2 electronic states observed for the C2v �646� isotopologue.

K ,N and Ka,Kc J

C2v symmetry Cs symmetry

�rot

�rovib

�rot

�rovib

�vib :A1 �vib :B2 �vib :A� �vib :A�

K=0,N=0,ee J=1/2 A1 A1 �B2� A� A� A�
K=0,N=1,eo J=1/2 B1 �B1� A2 A� A� A�
K=0,N=1,eo J=3/2 B1 �B1� A2 A� A� A�
K=0,N=2,ee J=3/2 A1 A1 �B2� A� A� A�
K=1,N=1,oo J=1/2 A2 A2 �B1� A� A� A�
K=1,N=1,oo J=3/2 A2 A2 �B1� A� A� A�
K=1,N=1,oe J=1/2 B2 �B2� A1 A� A� A�
K=1,N=1,oe J=3/2 B2 �B2� A1 A� A� A�
K=1,N=2,oo J=3/2 A2 A2 �B1� A� A� A�
K=1,N=2,oe J=3/2 B2 �B2� A1 A� A� A�
K=2,N=2,ee J=3/2 A1 A1 �B2� A� A� A�
K=2,N=2,eo J=3/2 B1 �B1� A2 A� A� A�
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of Gaussian orthogonal ensemble �GOE� type. Other statis-
tics like �3 and �2 cannot be used here because our four sets
of levels are limited.

We also note that the degree of rovibronic mixing de-
pends only on the potential-energy surfaces of the two elec-
tronic states, which in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
is the same for each isotopologue. Therefore, although there
may be some small uncertainty in the precise proportions of
dark and bright states, these uncertainties cancel when com-
paring the relative number of states between isotopologues.

1. Intensity distributions

In order to determine the true rovibronic density it is
necessary to analyze the intensity distribution of R0 lines.
Once the Porter-Thomas distribution is reasonably estab-
lished, it is possible to estimate the number of weak �and
then missing� lines because of our finite S /N ratio. The re-
sults and the analysis of 42 R0 transitions observed between
D0=25 128.56 cm−1 and D0=−2.532 cm−1 for the 646 isoto-
pologue have already been published.20 The set of 42 R0 line
intensities follows the Porter-Thomas distribution over more
than three orders of magnitude of z, the normalized intensi-
ties zi= Ii / �I�, where �I� is the average intensity. The Porter-
Thomas normalized distribution is given by P�z�
= �2�z�−1/2 exp�−z�. Therefore, the true �I� value requires
knowledge of the number of missing lines, which correspond
to the weak intensities between z=0 and zcut, where zcut cor-
responds to our limit of detection �S /N�1�. Then, assuming
that the Porter-Thomas remains valid for very low intensities
�between z=0 and zcut�, we can estimate the number of miss-
ing transitions �and then the missing levels�. As a conse-
quence, knowing zcut, the minimum detectable value of z that
corresponds to the normalized intensity of the weakest de-
tectable line, it is possible to calculate m, the fraction of
missing levels, m=	0

zcutP�z�dz=erf��zcut /2�1/2�. With zcut

=0.01, which corresponds to our S /N ratio of �10+3 for the
646 isotopologue, we obtained m=0.08. From this value, the
total number of R0 lines can be estimated: Nt�646�=42/ �1
−m�=45.6 lines over 2.53 cm−1. This corrected number
should be used to renormalize the �I� and then the corre-
sponding z. Formally, this procedure gives a new zcut, but a
convergence is obtained after typically one or two iterations.
An uncertainty of ±2 lines can be estimated from the ex-
pected �nonstatistical� fluctuations. It is important to notice
that these fluctuations are significantly reduced for a chaotic
system compared to a random distribution.46

The same procedure has been used to analyze the LIF of
three other symmetric isotopologues. The S /N ratios of these
three LIF spectra are weaker than for �646� because, due to
reagent expense, the mixture of the rare isotope NO2 with He
contained an order of magnitude less NO2 than the �646�
mixture. This leads to a larger zcut, larger m values, and to a
higher fraction of missing R0 lines �levels�. The zcut and m
values and the corrected numbers of lines are summarized in
Table II for the four symmetric isotopologues. In Fig. 2, a
visual inspection and a comparison of the four observed his-
tograms with the Porter-Thomas44 distribution indicates an
overall reasonable agreement.

2. Next neighbor distribution „NND…

A second aspect of our analysis concerns rovibronic en-
ergy spacings, i.e., the next neighbor distribution �NND�.
The NND is obtained from the dimensionless normalized
energy spacings S such that �S�=1. The NND of the set of 42
levels of the �646� isotopologue have already been
published.21 If the NO2 rovibronic levels are fully chaotic
close to D0, the NND distributions for J=1/2 solely and for
J=3/2 solely are expected to be Wigner distributions. How-
ever, we are unable to discriminate the J=1/2 and J=3/2.
Instead, the set of R0 lines is a random superposition of the
subset of J=1/2 levels �weight=2/6� and of the subset of
J=3/2 levels �weight of 4 /6�. The weights are derived from
Table I, assuming the same A1 and B2 vibronic densities. We
have previously calculated the NND expected for the random
superposition of two subsets of weight 1 /3 and 2/3 having
individually a NND of Wigner type.21 The well-known “level
repulsion” is only partially washed out near the origin as
shown on Fig. 3. The level repulsion can also be character-
ized by �, the standard deviation of the normalized distribu-
tion of spacing. For a random set of levels �Poisson distribu-
tion�, �=1 while for a Wigner distribution �=0.53. For a
random superposition of two subsets of relative weight of
1 /3 and 2/3, which obey individually a Wigner distribution,
we expect a normalized standard deviation of �=0.68.18 The
values of � for the four symmetric isotopologues are 0.665
for �646�, 0.618 for �848�, 0.55 for �858�, and 0.53 for �656�.
The two last values are very rough because of the large frac-
tion of missing levels �large m, see above� and can be dis-
carded. Globally, the NNDs of the four symmetric isotopo-
logues agree with a strong rovibronic mixing near the
dissociation threshold, at least for the low J values consid-
ered here.

TABLE II. Summary of the R0 lines counting for the six NO2 isotopologues �see text�.

Isotopologue

Number of
observed
R0 lines Zcut m

Number of
missing R0 lines

Total number
of R0 lines

646 42 0.01 0.079 3.6 45.6±2
848 36 0.03 0.125 5.1 41.1±3
858 29 0.15 0.3 12.5 41.5±6
656 32 0.22 0.36 18 50±8
846 12 0.17 0.32 5.6 17.6±4
856 13 0.24 0.375 7.8 20.8±5
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3. Rovibronic and vibronic densities of symmetric
isotopologues

For each symmetric isotopologue �yxy�, the expected
numbers of R0 lines, Nt�yxy� �which are the expected num-

bers of J=1/2 and J=3/2 levels, see Sec. III A 1� have been
used to determine the sum of J=1/2 and J=3/2 level den-
sities just below D0. We first derive these densities by divid-
ing the Nt�xyx� given in Table II by the corresponding en-

FIG. 1. Stick spectra of the four symmetric isotopologues in their D0-6B to D0 energy range. The intensities are normalized to an average value of 1. A log
scale is used for the intensities because they range over nearly to three orders of magnitude. The limit of detection �or detection threshold� of each
isotopologue is represented.

FIG. 2. Histograms of the intensities in a standard log-log plot �Ref. 44�. The widths of the bins are in a progression of 
10. The continuous curve is the
Porter-Thomas distribution �Ref. 44� �see text�. For each isotopologue, we give the number of observed R0 transitions and the number of R0 transitions �Nt�
expected if the Porter-Thomas distribution remains valid for the �missing� weak transitions �see Table II�.
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ergy range of 6B for symmetric isotopologues. The
corresponding rovibronic level densities, 	rovib �J=1/2 and
J=3/2; A2� where A2 stands for the overall rovibronic sym-
metry, are compared in Table III. The PES being the same for
all the isotopologues within the Born-Oppenheimer �BO� ap-
proximation, only two minor effects have to be considered if
we compare the rovibronic densities of the four symmetric
isotopologues. The first and dominant effect is the variation
of the vibrational frequencies. More precisely, the leading
term in the density formula45 is proportional to the inverse of
the product of the three harmonic frequencies. Taking the
rovibronic density of the �646� isotopologue as a reference,
we can approximately predict the rovibronic density of a
symmetric isotopologue �xyx� as

	rovib�xyx;J = 1/2 and J = 3/2;A2�

= Rxyx/646
* 	rovib�646;J = 1/2 and J = 3/2;A2� , �1�

where Rxyx/646 are the ratios of the inverse product of three

vibrational frequencies of the rare symmetric isotopologue
�
*� relative to 646:

Rxyx/646 = 
1
2
3/
1
*
2

*
3
*. �2�

The ratios Rxyx/646 for �xyx�= �848�, �858�, and �656� are
given in Table III. The second effect, which has been ne-
glected, is because the rovibronic state densities at D0 is a
function of total energy taken from the zero-point energy,
which are different for each isotopologues as determined by
their different D0’s.

The observed rovibronic densities divided by the corre-
sponding Rxyx/646 are expected to be the same for the four
symmetric isotopologues. These normalized rovibronic den-
sities given in the last column of Table III are equal within
the error bars of 10%–15% as expected. This leads us to
derive a weighted average rovibronic density of
17.4±0.6/cm−1, which is normalized on the �646� isotopo-
logue. Conversely, the Rxyx/646 ratios should be taken into

FIG. 3. The next neighbor distribution �NND� for the four symmetric isotopologues. The smooth curve is a modified version of the Wigner distribution which
apply for the random superposition of two subsets of weight 2 /3 and 1/3, which correspond to J=3/2 and 1/2 and which obey individually to the Wigner
distribution �see text�. The standard deviation � is expected to be 0.68 instead of 0.53 for a single set of level obeying a Wigner distribution. The experimental
resolution, which corresponds to 0.07 average spacing for �646�, is represented by a vertical dashed line in the first bin.

TABLE III. Comparison of the sum of J=1/2 and J=3/2 rovibronic densities for six isotopologues of NO2

near D0.

Isotopologue
Total number

of R0 lines �Ea �cm−1�
	rovibro

�per cm−1�
Ratio:
Rxyx/646

	rovibro

�per cm−1�
Rxyx/646

646 45.6±2 2.532 18.0±0.8 1 �def� 18.0±0.8
848 41.1±3 2.256 18.3±1.4 1.1 16.5±1.3
858 41.5±6 2.25 18.4±2.7 1.15 16.0±2.2
656 50±8 2.52 19.8±3.5 1.05 18.9±3.2
846 17.6±4 0.8 22.0±4.6b 1.05 20.9±4.5b

856 20.8±5b 0.8 26.0±6.2b 1.1 23.6±5.6b

aSome of these values are obtained or derived from Ref. 47.
bThese values should not be compared directly with the densities of the four symmetric isotopologues �see text�.
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account to predict the vibronic and the rovibronic densities
of other isotopologues from the 17.4±0.6/cm−1 value. Now,
we want to derive the corresponding vibronic densities. As
explained above, due to the strong rovibronic couplings, the
observed rovibronic densities are related to the “true” vi-
bronic densities according to

	rovib�xyx;E = D0;�rovib;A2�

= 3*	vib�xyx;E = D0;�vib:B2�

+ 3*	vib�xyx;E = D0;�vib:A1� . �3�

The two factors of 3 are the numbers of rovibronic levels
of the proper A2 rovibronic symmetry derived for �vib :B2

and �vib :A1 in Table I. Near D0, the A1 and B2 vibronic
densities are almost equal44 and then the rovibronic densities
is given by

	rovib�xyx;E = D0;�rovib:A2�

� 6*	vib�xyx;E = D0;�vib:A1�or B2�� �4�

or

	rovib�xyx;E = D0;�rovib:A2�

� 3*	vib�xyx;E = D0;�vib:A1 + B2� . �5�

From the average 	rovib�646;E=D0 ;�rovib :A2�
=17.4±0.6 cm−1 we derive an average 	vib��646;E
=D0 ;�vib :A1+B2��=5.8±0.24 cm−1. This value is about six
times larger than the value estimated from both measure-
ments at lower energies and standard calculations.43 This
very rapid increase of the rovibronic densities of the sym-
metric isotopologues just below D0 value is attributed to the
long-range tail of the PES near D0.19,20 In the absence of a
dissociation threshold �and then of the corresponding tail of
the PES�, the expected “normal” vibronic density at D0

should be almost the same as the one expected at energy E
�D0−30 cm−1 because, for a triatomic molecule, the vibra-
tional �vibronic� density goes approximately as the square of
the energy. For an increase in energy of 30 cm−1, about
0.12% of the total energy De, the corresponding normal den-
sity, is expected to increase by roughly 0.24%. This is in
stark contrast with the experimentally observed change in the
rovibronic density that is in excess of 600%.22 This increase
has been interpreted as an effect of the long-range tails of the
PES along the two degenerate dissociation channels.23 Ac-
cording to formula �1� of Ref. 20, the vibronic density �and
then the corresponding rovibronic density� at energy E can
be expressed as a sum of two-dimensional �2D� densities
one-dimensional ��1D� for the R�O–NO� distance and 1D for
the relevant angle between O and the NO axis�. Each of these
2D densities is taken at an energy E�, such that the total E
=E�+E�NO� is fixed, where E�NO� are the various vibra-
tional energies of the NO product. At the threshold of the
NO2−�NO�2�1/2�+O�3P2� dissociation process, E�NO�
= 1

2�
NO because NO is formed only in the v=0 level.
Therefore, at E�D0, the three-dimensional �3D� vibronic
density of NO2 is dominated by the 2D contribution at E�
=E− 1

2
NO which increases abruptly near D0 because of the
long-range tail of the PES as explained in Ref. 20.

The abrupt increase of the rovibronic density near D0

displayed in Fig. 1 of Ref. 19 and on Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 20
can be empirically described as the sum of the “normal”
density plus an “extra” density, which can be described as
the product of the normal density by a dimensionless ampli-
fication factor ��E�. The extra density is negligible at ener-
gies lower than E�D0−30 cm−1 and increases very rapidly
with E up to D0. A convenient, empirical, and simple analytic
form for ��E� is

��E� = �0 exp�− �D0 − E�/� �6�

with �10 cm−1. Note that this expression is valid only for
E�D0 and is expected to be valid for all the symmetric
isotopologues because they have the same PES. The same
amplification factor also applies to the vibronic densities
near the threshold. This leads to the relation between the
normal vibronic density �below D0−30 cm−1� and the
“anomalous” vibronic density between D0−30 cm−1 and
D0:

	vib�xyx;E � D0;�vib:B2�

� 	vib�xyx;E � D0 − 30 cm−1;�vib:B2�*�1 + ��E � D0�� .

�7�

The factor 1 in the parentheses on the right side accounts
for the normal vibronic density �in the absence of the contri-
bution of the long-range tail of the PES�, and ��E� accounts
for the contribution of the long-range tail of the PES. Note
that there are two degenerate dissociation channels for sym-
metric isotopologues and only one channel when only the
lowest dissociation threshold of asymmetric isotopologues is
considered; this leads us to reduce the amplification param-
eter by a factor of two when the lowest dissociation thresh-
old of asymmetric isotopologues is considered �see below�.
This formula is also valid when �vib :A1 and thus for the sum
of the two, �vib :A1+B2. At energies slightly lower than
�D0−30 cm−1 the measured B2 vibronic density19,20 is
�	vib�646;E�D0−30 cm−1;�vib :B2��=0.5±0.05 /cm−1, in
agreement with various types of density calculations4,45,47

and measurements.8,17,43 From the observed rovibronic den-
sity of Table III, we derive the observed vibronic density at
D0 :	vib�646;E�D0 ;�vib :B2�=3±0.13 /cm−1 according to
formula �4�. This density is in stark contrast with the ex-
pected density of 0.5±0.05 /cm−1. From the ratio of the two
and according to formula �7�, we determine the dimension-
less factor �1+��E=D0��= �1+�0�=6±0.8 and, from this,
�0=5±0.8. If we use the average rovibronic density of
17.4±0.6 /cm−1 �see above� we derive �0=4.8±0.6, which
is an average for the four symmetric isotopologues. Above
we approximate ��E� to �0 over the range of D0−6B up to
D0, if we take the energy dependence of ��E� into account
�see �6�� we find �0=5.4±0.6.

The conclusion that all symmetric NO2 isotopologues
have the same rovibronic and vibronic densities is important
because we desire to make a relevant comparison with the
same densities in the asymmetric isotopologues �see below
Sec. III B�. It has been established by several groups that the
NO2 dissociation follows RRKM like behavior48,11,15,49 but
random fluctuation in the density are also observed over nar-
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row energy ranges. Although the large and abrupt increase in
the rovibronic density just below D0 has been attributed to
the dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrapole interaction in the
long-range tail of the PES, a random fluctuation near D0

cannot a priori be ruled out. In a chaotic system the prob-
ability that each symmetric isotopologues exhibits such a
large density fluctuation near D0 is negligible and therefore,
the rovibronic density increase is likely due to the shape of
the PES just below D0. The good agreement between the
rovibronic densities over the 6B energy range below D0 for
each isotopologue ensures that our comparisons of densities
are over a sufficiently large energy range. In Sec. III B we
apply the same method of analysis and the same assump-
tions, such as the Porter-Thomas intensity distribution, for
the analysis of asymmetric isotopologues. Our goal is to
make a relative comparison of densities and then of RRKM
rates and not an absolute determination of these distributions.
The previous work on the more abundant 646 isotopologue
remains the best since the spectroscopic data is more com-
plete and robust.

B. Asymmetric isotopologues

Statistical parity between the symmetric isotopologues
and the two asymmetric isotopologues �856, 846�, based on
the latter’s LIF spectrum, cannot be achieved for two rea-
sons. First, as explained in the experimental section, the oxy-
gen scrambling transforms an initial gas of �846� isotopo-
logue into a statistical mixture of �846�, �646�, and �848�
isotopologues.43 This means that the three spectra superim-
pose and some of the lines are blended. However, by utiliz-
ing high precision on the energy scale and by varying the
relative concentration of 16O and 18O, it is possible to extract
the lines of asymmetric isotopologues from the mixed spec-
tra. However, this method is not tractable for the very weak
transitions that may be “hidden” by strong lines of the other
isotopologues. A second limitation is due to the narrow en-
ergy range where only R0 lines are present: for the asymmet-
ric isotopologue this range is reduced to only 2B �from D0

−2B to D0�. The range is limited to 2B because both even
and odd N rotational quantum numbers exist for the asym-
metric isotopologues while only odd N exists in the A 2B2
state of the K=0 stack of symmetric isotopologues. The
range of 2B, which is three times smaller than the range of
6B for symmetric isotopologues, is a severe limitation in
terms of statistics. In other words, there are additional
bound-bound R1 transitions in the energy range from D0

−6B to D0−2B of asymmetric isotopologues, which super-
impose with the R0 lines of interest. The analysis of the
energy range, where R0 and R1 lines are present, gives too
imprecise results because of spectral congestion �see above�.

For these two reasons only limited results can be ob-
tained for the �846� and �856� asymmetric isotopologues. For
the �846� isotopologue, 12 R0 lines have been observed be-
tween 25 130.12 �D0−2B� and 25 130.92 cm−1 �D0 of the
�846� isotopologue�.1 The normalized intensities �such that
�I�=1, see above� range from 4.9 to 0.11. Assuming that the
intensities follow the Porter-Thomas distribution �as for the
symmetric isotopologues, see above� these intensities gives a

zcut=0.17, then m=0.32 from which the expected total num-
ber of about 17.6±4 R0 lines can be derived �see Table II�.
Taking into account the range of 2B=0.8 cm−1, a rovibronic
density of 20.9±4.5 lines/cm−1 is obtained. The correspond-
ing results for �856� are given in Tables II and III. Again,
note that the error bars do not obey the standard Poison sta-
tistics �square-root type� but rather the GOE statistics �log
type� that is characterized by lower fluctuations.45

It is interesting to compare the rovibronic and vibronic
densities of the symmetric and the asymmetric isotopologues
at energies just below D0. For asymmetric �Cs� isotopo-
logues, the rovibronic level density of J=1/2 and 3/2 with
rovibronic symmetry �rovib :A� is given by

	rovib�xyz;E � D0;J = 1/2 and J = 3/2;�rovib:A��

= 6*	vib�xyz;E � D0;�vib:A�� . �8�

This formula is the counterpart for asymmetric isotopologues
of formulas �3�–�5� which are valid for symmetric isotopo-
logues near D0. Note that A1 and B2 species in C2v symmetry
�see formula �5�� merge into A� species in the Cs symmetry
�see formula �8��. This allows a direct comparison of densi-
ties as discussed in the Sec. IV. The factor of 6 is the number
of J=1/2 and J=3/2 levels of A� rovibronic symmetry de-
rived from rovibronic level counting in Table I. Again, as for
symmetric isotopologues, this counting is meaningful if we
assume a complete rovibronic mixing. From the rovibronic
densities of 20.9±4.5 and 23.6±5.6 lines/cm−1 measured for
the �846� and �856� �see Table II�, we derive the vibronic
density according to �8�: 	vib�846;E�D0 ,�vib :A��
=3.50±0.75 cm−1 and 	vib�856;E�D0 ,�vib :A��
=3.93±0.9 cm−1.

IV. COMPARISON OF VIBRONIC DENSITY BETWEEN
SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC ISOTOPOLOGUES

We first consider energies significantly below the disso-
ciation threshold �E�D0−30 cm−1� and assess the vibronic
densities, which are not effected by the tails of the PES along
the dissociation coordinate. Although we do not have any
direct measurement of the rovibronic density for the asym-
metric isotopologues at energies significantly lower than the
threshold, we can make a good estimate if we assume that
the PES are the same for all the isotopologues. This allows
us to estimate the ratios of vibronic densities based on the
vibrational frequencies as explained above �see formula �2��.
However, as A1 and B2 species of the C2v group symmetry
merge into the A� species of the Cs group symmetry, we
estimate 	vib�xyz ;E�D0−30 cm−1;�vib :A�� using
	vib�646;E�D0−30 cm−1;�vib :A1+B2�:

	vib�xyz;E � D0 − 30 cm−1;�vib:A��

= Rxyz/646
* 	vib�646;E � D0 − 30 cm−1;�vib:A1 + B2� .

�9�

Note that the various D0 energies are not exactly the same
but their differences can be neglected here because only the
energy shift from the corresponding dissociation energy
�e.g., 30 cm−1� is important. From formula �9�, using
	vib�646;E=D0−30 cm−1;�vib :A1+B2�=1.0±0.1 cm−1 �see
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above� and R846/646=1.05 and R856/646=1.10 �see Table III�,
we predict 	vib�846;E�D0−30 cm−1;�vib :A��
�1.05±0.1 cm−1 and 	vib�856;E�D0−30 cm−1;�vib :A��
�1.1±0.1 cm−1.

Consider now the vibronic densities just below the low-
est dissociation threshold where the rovibronic densities of
the asymmetric isotopologues have been measured. For sym-
metric isotopologues, two degenerate dissociation channels
open up at D0, while only one dissociation channel is avail-
able for the asymmetric isotopologues. This means that while
the two long-range tails of the PES play a role for symmetric
isotopologues, only one is relevant for asymmetric isotopo-
logues at the first D0�D01�. The second dissociation threshold
�D02� of asymmetric isotopologues ��846� or �856�� is typi-
cally located 25 cm−1 above D01 and its effect can be ne-
glected at the energy of the lowest threshold. Then, the rel-
evant amplification factor �see formula �6� above� for
vibronic density near the lowest threshold of asymmetric iso-
topologues �Cs symmetry� is expected to be only half the
factor for the symmetric isotopologues: ��xyz ;E=D0�
= �1/2���xyx ;E=D0�=2.4±0.3 or 2.7±0.3 if we use
��xyx ;E=D0�=5.4±0.6 �see above�. Consequently, for
asymmetric isotopologues, formula �5� becomes

	vib�xyz;E � D0;�vib:A��

= 	vib�xyz;E � D0 − 30 cm−1;�vib:A��

��1 + ��xyz;E = D0�� . �10�

Using �10� and the observed vibronic densities of 846
and 856 �see Table III� we derive 	vib�846;E�D0

−30 cm−1;�vib :A��=1.03±0.35 cm−1 and 	vib�856;E�D0

−30 cm−1;�vib :A��=1.16±0.4 cm−1, in good agreement
with the expected values of 1.05 and 1.1 cm−1 �see above�.
Obviously, we also expect a second increase of the vibronic
�and rovibronic� densities near the second dissociation
threshold of asymmetric isotopologues but this energy range
cannot be observed by LIF.

A NND analysis �see Sec. III A 2� has not been per-
formed for asymmetric isotopologues because the two sets of
energy level are too small. Globally, the rovibronic densities
observed for the six isotopologues close to their dissociation
threshold can be interpreted with a single and simple model
which takes into account the singular behavior of the vi-
bronic �and then the rovibronic� densities near each dissocia-
tion threshold. This is the main contribution of this paper.

V. DISCUSSION

The ratio of the measured densities of J=1/2 and J
=3/2 rovibronic levels of asymmetric and symmetric isoto-
pologues of NO2 near their respective lowest dissociation
threshold is about 1.25. This ratio has been explained with
both the merging of rovibronic symmetries �from those of
the C2v group symmetry to the ones of the Cs group symme-
try� and the effects of long-range tail of the PES just below
the lowest dissociation threshold. Note that this ratio is ex-
pected to evolve with energy excess above D0 and cannot be
used to predict the ratio of dissociation rates at atmospheric
temperatures. As mentioned by Toselli and Barker50 �see

their Sec. II D�, no significant difference are expected be-
tween the rates of symmetric and asymmetric isotopologues
far above their respective thresholds. Moreover they do not
consider the branching ratio between the two dissociation
channels of asymmetric isotopologues. Note that these au-
thors consider only large energy excess above D0, did not
discuss the energy dependence of the rates near the threshold
and did not take into account the energy gap between D0�1�
and D0�2�. If the dissociation of �846� occurs at energies be-
tween its two dissociation channels, D0�1� and D0�2� which
are shifted by 25 cm−1 �see Ref. 1�, only 14N18O+ 16O can be
formed. This means that the branching ratio goes to infinity.
Experimentally, this is only true at low temperature of the
order of few Kelvin. Nevertheless, a propensity remains at
higher temperature and the branching ratio between the two
dissociation channels is expected to deviate from unity.
Therefore, when the photodissociation of a mixture of sym-
metric and asymmetric isotopologues is considered, both dif-
ferences in dissociation rates and in branching ratio should
be taken into account. We plan to consider these two aspects
in the near future. Analogously, the differences between the
formation rates of symmetric and asymmetric isotopologues
should also be taken into account. When a mixture of 16O,
17O, and 18O is considered, the ratios of dissociation and
formation rates can either be “mass dependent” or “mass
independent” �MIF type�. Clearly, the effects directly linked
to the differences in the zero-point energy �ZPE� of the par-
ent NO2 and of the NO product �e.g., the difference between
D01 and D02� are expected to be mass dependent. In contrast
the effect of the C2v→Cs broken symmetry on the rovibronic
density puts 17O and 18O �or �746� and �846�� on the same
foot. Note that the same broken symmetry argument is
used in the two existing models.32,36 However, their respec-
tive quantitative analysis using ad hoc parameters is not
convincing.

VI. CONCLUSION

Using high-resolution LIF spectrum we have determined
the line densities of six isotopologues at energies
�2–4 cm−1 below the dissociation threshold. A statistical
analysis of the corresponding rovibronic density, energy
spacing, and rovibronic transition intensities has been made.
The observed intensity distributions are in agreement with
the Porter-Thomas distribution. This distribution allows one
to estimate the number of missing levels, and therefore to
determine and compare the rovibronic and the vibronic den-
sities. The four symmetric NO2 isotopologues, 16O14N16O,
18O14N18O, 16O15N16O, and 18O15N18O have, respectively, a
sum of J=1/2 and J=3/2 rovibronic densities of 18±0.8,
18.3±1.4, 18.4±2.7, and 19.8±3.5/cm−1, while for the two
asymmetric isotopologues, 18O14N16O and 18O15N16O, the
corresponding densities are 20.9±4.5 and 23.6±5.6/cm−1.
The corresponding vibronic densities are in agreement only
if we include both the merging of symmetry species �from
those of C2v to those of Cs� and the contribution of the long-
range tail�s� of the potential-energy surface along the disso-
ciation coordinate. Does the observed difference between the
symmetric and asymmetric NO2 rovibronic densities imply
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that there is a MIF effect occurring during NO2 photolysis?
Whereas there is considerable oxygen isotopic data for ozone
formation �and destruction�, there is no experimental or in
situ data on the oxygen isotopic composition of NO2. Recent
isotope measurements of oxygen in tropospheric HNO3,
which is mainly derived from the three-body reaction NO2

+OH+M, have shown a very large oxygen isotopic effect,
however the 17O enrichment has been attributed to the trans-
fer of oxygen atoms by ozone to NO during its oxidation to
NO2 even if a direct MIF from NO2 cannot be ruled out.
Photolysis experiments show that photolytic destruction of
ozone in the visible follows normal mass dependency50 and
the body of theoretical work34,40,51,52 assumes that the recom-
bination �O+O2+M� is the source of the anomalous isotope
effect. This would suggest that NO2 isotopologue photolysis
would also follow mass-dependent behavior but that of the
recombination reaction NO+O may be a MIF process. The
recombination reaction is not important in the troposphere so
that the suggested MIF transfer mechanism during NO oxi-
dation is still valid. However, the NO+O recombination is
an important sink of NO in the stratosphere where oxygen
atom number densities are significant. Ionov et al.48 sug-
gested that the rovibronic density near D0 was the result of a
dynamical effect near the transition from the bound to un-
bound molecule and this concept has been refined using the
dipole-dipole dipole-quadrapole model described by Heilli-
ette et al.53 However, as the photon energy increases addi-
tional exit channels of larger angular momentum open, the
transition state tightens �because of the centrifugal contribu-
tion to the potential�, and such subtle density anomalies are
expected to vanish.9,47 Future work is necessary to more
clearly address the isotopic behavior of NO2 during photoly-
sis and recombination reactions.
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